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LDAP proxy increases the layer of protection between LDAP enabled client applications and back-
end information repositories. This way, you will be able to improve the performance as well as
failover capabilities or modify the presentation of information stored within your repositories in real
time.

It comes with built-in features and functionalities in addition to plug-ins making it one of the most
important and powerful components that you can incorporate into your existing infrastructure of
directories. This can be used at the same time in many configurations to resolve any issue that
might be connected with the LDAP back end repositories.

There are certain features that the LDAP proxy has. Apart from acting as LDAP firewall, it has many
other capabilities that make it important in your virtual directory environment. To begin with, it gives
virtual unified views of information which you store within multiple back-end LDAP repositories. It
enhances performance on connection pooling and load balancing mechanism. It also comes with
health checking and failover algorithms that enhance accessibility.

There are other outstanding rewards that LDAP proxy can bring for your organization. First of all, it
can give you the ability to complete fast and effective modification of data presentation in actual time
in order for you to add new applications to your existing infrastructure without having to change
information or information in the directory. This only means that the information is not unchanged
keeping it in its original format and location.

This proxy also delivers speed, exceptional security and protection on information and at the same
time enables you to use it with ease. It is also a cost effective solution because it comes with plug-
ins and built-in capabilities. Businesses and organizations can rely to it as it is equipped with new
features created to produce it easy to use and deploy.

Getting an LDAP proxy in your VDS or virtual directory server is beneficial because it lets you make
sure the protection and security in your environment. You need not to worry in case a person
attempts to access or change any of your information for they will not be able to do that as you have
LDAP proxy set up in your server.
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